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13. DEALING WITH 
IMPERFECT DATA 

13.1 Introduction 

Traditionally water and wastewater assets are underground and their condition unknown. 
Good management would require the utility to have an accurate understanding of the exact 
location and condition of its distribution and sewerage network. However, in some instances 
detailed asset conditions are not known. For example, a utility may have sections of the 
network that were developed at different times and as such are of different materials such as 
iron, steel, concrete etc. Each material (and depending on the condition of the soil 
surrounding it) will experience different degradation. Accordingly, the rehabilitation or 
renewal of the network will depend on the type of material of the network, it current 
condition and the level of serviceability183 being obtained.    Under a long term PPP scheme 
one of the major risks is the manner in which the risk of underground asset condition is 
transferred to the Developer. Given the unavailability of accurate data during the bid stage 
and the impact that this imperfect data can have on the execution of the PPP agreement, this 
section looks at ways in which mechanisms can be introduced both at the bidding and at the 
PPP agreement stage, to handle improvements in data. The level of accuracy and reliability of 
this data will be crucial over the course of a PPP agreement to improving the operational 
efficiency of the partnership between the Developer and the Grantor.  

In the context of PPP schemes, and in view of developing specific recommendations to deal 
with imperfect data, I have focused on defining ‘data’ as all quantifiable and qualitative facts 
that should be gathered at the bid stage and which may have a significant impact on the 
operational efficiency and on the financial balance of the contractual service as defined in the 
PPP agreement. Accordingly, this section provides: 

• A mechanism to identify and categorize major data items for the bid stage 

• Specific suggestions on how best to define priority data in the early years of a PPP 
agreement, and  

• Recommendations on the possible procedures for dealing with data during the PPP 
agreement’s life  

The importance of dealing with imperfect data is twofold: firstly, if the PPP agreement 
operation is executed in an efficient manner and if the service is financially balanced, then 
reasonable targets (social, political and contractual) can be achieved and the service will be 
self-sustainable; secondly, given that PPP schemes are partnerships played out within the 
framework of the PPP agreement and hence expectations must be managed and achieved for 
both the Grantor and the Developer. 

                                                 
183 Serviceability is defined in this context as the level of degradation of a give section of the network based on 
the level of unaccounted for water (UFW) in a given section. UFW is the difference between the level of water 
produced by a system and the level of water actually billed (and collected).  
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13.2 Identification and Categorisation of Data  

Data can be categorised on the basis of its increasing relevance to the service obligations to be 
detailed in the PPP agreement: 

1. Data related to the status of the respective country/ city, which may include 
demographic, economic/ development level, social, geographic/ environmental and 
political and cultural, 

2. Data related to the background enabling environment of the service/contract 
including economic and legal/ regulatory issues.  

3. Data related to the service as to be delivered within the PPP scheme including physical 
and financial data.  

Ascribing data sets under this categorisation is easy as they correspond to qualitative numeric 
measures. However, other data which we are also concerned with includes items that are not 
so easy to consider, for example: 

• Political and cultural items (level of social pressure/ political requirements for 
improved service, level of corruption), which may rely on subjective judgment 

• Legal and regulatory items including the availability of relevant information about the 
regulatory mechanisms, mechanism for co-ordination with the Grantor and quality of 
its enforcement at the bid stage 

• Data that are the results of estimations (including 'engineering judgement') and choices 
(definition of the perimeter or service area of the PPP agreement, targets) that may 
already be fixed at the bid stage and over which the Developer may not have control 
and the bid procedure may not be flexible enough to allow for more realistic 
adjustments. 

For completeness of this research I have chosen to focus on the impact of the information 
that should be gathered for the bid, whether it corresponds to a strict definition of the term 
“data” or not.  Accordingly, I define an imperfect set of data as unreliable information 
characterised by data that: 

• are incomplete 

• are inaccurate 

• are unstable in time and need to be assessed periodically 

• are difficult to measure, or 

• are otherwise unreliable due to one or more of the following factors: 

o they are based on old studies and badly maintained records; 

o they are based on studies or surveys that would require a minimum technical 
or institutional capacity that appear to be questionable or lacking; 

o they are based on estimation methods that increase their degree of 
approximation and inherit error in base data. 

The starting point for dealing with imperfect data is the recognition that there are usually no 
100% accurate data sets at the bid stage. Accordingly it is necessary to make a distinction 
between baseline data and derived data that is calculated from baseline data. Derived data sets 
can come from different sources and can be manipulated in many different ways in order to 
obtain sensibly different results, with varying levels of accuracy. The danger is that within a 
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bid, the same base data can lead to different interpretations or calculations with resulting 
differences in opinions and expectations between the Grantor and potential Developers. This 
is particularly relevant for the calculation of coverage targets, service perimeters or calculating 
the levels of investments required. Bidding competitions can be won or lost on the accuracy 
or in most cases, the inaccuracy of the data upon which bids are based. Much of the bidding 
criteria is decided prior to bid initiation and used by the government to set the performance 
baseline against which bids will be judged, with no input from prospective bidders.  

The manner in which data is treated can be equally as important as the inherent errors with 
the data itself. Understanding this and understanding the optimism bias that is inherent in 
setting targets based on imperfect data will assist both the government and potential 
Developers at the contract negotiation stage. Data that is at particular risk of inaccuracy 
includes: 

• Data related to revenue and costs:  revenue collection performance, scope of investments 
required, billing ratio, price of bulk water; 

• Condition of assets: metering rate, unaccounted for water, condition and performance of 
assets, distribution network mapping, inventory of meters; 

• Population data: number of population, number of households and number of persons 
per household; 

• Customer base: number of households served, service coverage ratio and consumption 
patterns; 

• Date on water resources: availability and quality of ground water resources; 

• Targets: water quality and service targets; 

• Procedures for investment decisions: procedure of coordination with conceding/regulatory 
authority concerning decisions on investment planning; 

• Political and economic background: political stability, inflation and exchange rate. 
The availability of accurate date is important for the Developer at the bid stage. The treatment 
of data is also critical for the Grantor and its advisors when they come to define the targets 
and parameters of the PPP agreement (targets, flexibility, and adjustments during the 
contract). Bias introduced at the data treatment stage is equally as important as the quality of 
the data itself. 

In addition, data relating to political stability, inflation and exchange rates and regulatory 
processes for adjustments are particularly difficult to predict over time and should probably 
not be analyzed in the same way as data on service parameters. 

13.3 Differentiating between data to be collected at Bid and Post 
Contract Award Stage 

Given the constraints identified above, it is recommended that the PPP scheme focuses on a 
limited but targeted list of important data items at the bidding stage. In this respect it will be 
essential that a clear definition of what data is to be collected and who is in the best position 
to collect it. In many instances the Grantor could spend significant time and effort in 
gathering the data which may not be of sufficient quality for the Developer to use or that 
would need to be fully warranted within the PPP agreement thus shifting that risk back to the 
Grantor. This may not be an acceptable position for the public sector. Furthermore, if the 
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Grantor is responsible for collecting the relevant data, it may be subject to political or social 
pressures. For these reasons it may be more advisable to develop a mechanism whereby the 
private sector is responsible for data acquisition and quality. The Developer is usually more 
experienced than the Grantor for data gathering. Typically they have a better informed 
judgement on data reliability issues, and are better equipped to assess and gather data sets, 
related to operation and service parameters, level of service, below ground infrastructure, and 
in some cases water resources management. What will then be important is to develop a 
mechanism whereby the accuracy and reliability of such data can be validated.  

A consultative process with major international water developers commissioned by the World 
Bank in 2004 (Babtie) looked at the type of data that could be reliably obtained at bid stage 
and post contract award stage. These are summarised in the two tables below: 

Table 10: Data that can be reliably determined at bid stage 

Summary of data that can be determined at bid stage 

Value of bill payments 
received 

Value of bulk water sold Tariff structure 

Volumes of bulk water sold Production Capacity Perimeter 

Asset register (above ground) Power availability Pipe network mapping 

Number of staff and labour 
costs  

Cost of production per m3 Affordability and 
accessibility 

Debt service (historical) Surface water resources 
assessment (availability and 
quality) 

Current water quality 
standards 

Source: Babtie (2004) 

Likewise, the following data sets are typical of the data that would best be left for the 
Developer to establish post contract award. 
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Table 11: Data that can only be reliably determined after several years of operation 

Summary of data that can only be determined after 5 years of operation 

Unaccounted for Water – 
physical and commercial 
losses 

Accurate population figures 
and socio-economic data 

Scope of investments 
required – detailed 
investment plans for below 
ground assets 

Physical losses as 
percentage of total water 
produced 

Consumption patterns/ 
water demand 

Level of service and service 
targets 

Service coverage Metering rate Service coverage and 
coverage targets 

Water resources safe yield 
and reliability  

Resources limitations Groundwater resources 
assessment 

Source: Babtie (2004) 

Accordingly, in order to develop a sustainable PPP scheme the following main data will be 
required: 

• Financial data on costs and revenues: Basic financial data is the most important data that 
Developers wish to establish prior to bid stage yet is generally reliant on reliable 
information such as consumer base, commercial losses etc, which are difficult to 
obtain. It is recommended that this data set be obtained by a Transaction advisor 
where the information is known. Where data is hard to obtain, estimates should be 
acknowledged as requiring post contract revision. 

• Availability and quality of water resources and accessibility of bulk water: Water resource issues 
are rarely assessed and obtaining information on this can be very hard. Availability and 
quality of surface water can be measured through sampling and quality tests and yields 
estimated through monitoring of rainfall and river gauge stations. Specialist nature of 
this information means that specialist consultants should be contracted pre-bids to 
conduct an evaluation. 
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• Level of service parameters: Data related to levels of service often encompass the most 
politically and socially sensitive issues and are often the most inaccurate. They are 
often the most quoted data sets behind any drivers for reform (eg losses, service 
coverage, availability and affordability) and are extremely susceptible to biased 
reporting for political reasons eg levels of service and population served are often 
overrepresented. Quality and service levels data are not hard to obtain yet 
unaccounted water data usually requires years to obtain. It is recommended that 
Developers with experience or independent specialist consultants be used to gather 
this data and bidders must be given access to this data the due diligence stage. It 
should be made clear that the data gathered at this stage will be refined by the 
Operator during the initial years of the contract. 

• Infrastructure asset base: Infrastructure assets, particularly those below ground are 
particularly susceptible to bias and data inaccuracies. Obtaining reliable data on below 
ground infrastructure is difficult and it is recommended to leave this evaluation to the 
Operator during the initial years of the contract so that operational data can be used to 
determine areas requiring relaying or repair. Transaction Advisors can conduct the 
evaluation of above ground assets which can be validated during due diligence 
performed by potential Operators. A monitoring regime can be established between 
the Transaction Advisor and the client for items such as power availability and 
resource availability to ascertain a performance picture. 

• Staff: Staff costs are fairly simple to calculate and are important as they usually form a 
large part of the utility’s operational budget. The Transaction Advisor should conduct 
this analysis. Performance evaluation should be undertaken by the Operator post 
contract award. 

• Customer base: Local governments rarely maintain accurate and reliable records of 
households served. The customer base data point is difficult and time consuming to 
assess. As such it should be determined pre-bid by consultants but cannot be 
meaningfully explored during due diligence proceedings. 

• Population: Population data includes number of persons, growth rate, number of 
households, social distribution and income. Data on these items are usually inaccurate 
and rely upon periodic census data which is usually rife with inconsistencies. It may 
not be possible to assess this data pre-bid and Babtie (2204) recommend that the 
Operator gather this data in post contract award. 

In conclusion, there are no 100 % accurate data sets at the bid stage. It is therefore better that 
the Grantor focus its efforts on a limited set of data centred on the utility operation. 
Furthermore, there is a need for clear and reasonable objectives within the PPP agreement at 
manageable horizons coupled with a periodic review and revision of data baseline. A 
suggested response to this is detailed in the section n below. 
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13.4 Recommendations on Dealing with Imperfect Data 

The inaccuracies and issues identified in the data used in agreements can be handled through 
the provision of flexibility and adjustment mechanisms in the design of the PPP agreement. 
However, given that data inaccuracies can have such a great effect on the outcome of the PPP 
scheme it is recommended that (a) the Grantor acknowledges that baseline data is to some 
degree inaccurate and will require re-evaluation over time through periodic reviews; (b) 
potential Developers should come to an agreement on clear and realistic targets and the 
schedule for revision and target adjustment with details on the impact of these adjustments on 
their contract obligations; and (c) when evaluating Developer performance, performance 
indicators based on hard to obtain data in the first years of operation should be de-linked to 
the remuneration system in the formative years of the PPP agreement.  

The following figure represents the way in which this process would happen: 

Figure 22: Representation on how to deal with Imperfect Data in from initial bid 
preparation to bid submission and contract award 
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In summary the details on the proposed approach are detailed as follows.  

Data gathering leading up to the bid period 

When the bid procedure is launched, the Grantor must ensure that it collects all relevant data 
needed for the Bidder/ Developer to present its bid. During this period the grantor should 
engage as Transaction Adviser whose remit will be to collect all relevant information. The type 
of information it should collect is detailed in the table above. The Bidders will present their 
bids based on the initial data provided by the Grantor which will likely refine the Grantor’s 
base data.  

Depending on the availability and quality of data the basic structure of the long term PPP 
agreement will be developed. My recommendation is the splitting of the long term PPP 
agreement into two phases: an initial period of 2-5 years and the remainder of the PPP 
agreement contract. The contractual implications of this are discussed in the section below.  

The bidding procedure would be as follows: 
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• Grantor would agree a set of specific key indicators for which reasonable aspirational 
targets can be set for the duration of a long-term contract based on a starting point 
derived from best available data at the bid stage.  

• Targets will be reflective of the sectoral reform and performance improvements that 
the Grantor is seeking. The long-term incremental targets can be set directly at the 
beginning of the PPP agreement or at the end of a pre-defined transition period. The 
Grantor and the developer should at the negotiation stage clearly agree on the 
adequate timeframes to set the targets. 

• For each indicator, the Grantor would forecast the trend showing how the indicator is 
expected to evolve over the period of the contract. This forecast is the bid stage 
performance target, which the operator would prepare his bid against. 

• The operator would be selected on the basis of the best value proposal in response to 
these objectives, and the bid response would include a short to medium term fixed 
investment profile with early year investments identified184. 

Data validation period 

Before contract signing, the Developer should agree upon a revision period at the beginning 
of the PPP agreement. During this period, the Developer will be contractually obliged to 
obtain accurate system data based on its experience of operating the utility. The original 
baseline data will then be revised with this more accurate data. The following guidelines 
should be considered during this transition period: 

• The timeframe must be clearly explained in the contract (usually between 2-5 years)185. 
The time frame will reflect the different amount of time required to obtain complex 
data; 

• Set input based targets instead of performance based outputs186. The targets should be 
specified in physical terms and can be linked with incentives (eg number of km of 
pipes laid);187 

                                                 
184 The bid process, where appropriate, may benefit from the use of a peer review challenge process, whereby the 
contractual objectives set by the Grantor during bid preparation are subject to challenge by a peer team, 
independent of the transaction advisor, who are knowledgeable ‘experts’ in long term PPP schemes. This process 
would have the value to ensure that the requested sectoral objectives are possible and reasonable and would be 
similar to the type of peer review that Developers would themselves do at due diligence. 
185 An adequate time frame for a transition period is likely to be between 2 and 5 years, with the timeframe largely 
a function of the status and level of preparedness of the specific utility in question. In discussion with technical 
experts (Adrian Harrisson of Babtie, and Scott McIntosh of MottMacdonald) suggests that it is not unusual for a 
period in excess of 2 years to be required to gather robust information on parameters like Unaccounted for 
Water, with different periods needed for different situations. 
186 It is recommended to use ‘best value’ or ‘non-price’ bidding criteria instead of just tariff criteria (eg lowest 
required tariff) and to focus more on the level of service as a target instead of the amount of investments 
required. 
187 Other examples of milestone actions aimed at gathering reliable data for which the developer would be 
responsible as input based targets, could include for example: 

Procure mapping or aerial photographs for all urban areas over 10,000 estimated population; 

Complete house count survey: identify and map number of connections, number of households within 250m of a 
shared connection, house count without direct access to piped supply, number and location of standpipes and 
water tanker points; 
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• Milestone actions which will assist in the data gathering process are also 
recommended, eg aerial mapping photographs, house count surveys, zonal metering 
monitoring etc.); 

• Incremental increases within allotted periods should be targeted rather than any 
absolute performance requirements during the transition period; 

• During the transition period, a ‘lighter’ penalty regime should be in place. It is 
recommended that in order to allow for stability of the overall PPP scheme, no target 
based penalties that affect tariffs or investments should be enforced. Instead penalties, 
maintained, should be focused on input based targets. 

 

Data acquisition between the bid stage and first major review period of contract 

During the initial years of the contract, more accurate data on the utility will be obtained and 
reported to the Grantor when required. The data will usually lead to the adjustment of targets 
and contract parameters and therefore it is critical that procedures on adjusting PPP 
agreement terms are clearly delineated in the contract. To agree on the new values after more 
accurate data there are two possible options:  (a) the use of a regulatory body or relevant 
institution, and (b) in situations where regulatory capacity and experience is limited, an 
independent expert may be used Provisions should be made in the PPP agreement on how the 
expert is to be selected, how the expert will be paid for and the its respective terms of 
reference. It is also critical that the manner in which the new data is to be handled should is 
stipulated in the PPP agreement. Varying methods of calculation and evaluations should be 
agreed upon and listed in the contract. 

Contract adjustments based on revised baseline data should be agreed upon at the negotiation 
stage. After several years of improved data collection post contract award, the more reliable 
data sets would establish the true position of the performance indicator, and the improvement 
profile would be rebased relative to the actual versus predicted position of the baseline data. 
Here the original incremental improvement profile would be retained. Hence, the desired 
‘degree of improvement’ is retained within the contract objectives. The precise parameters of 
the revisions will be agreed upon during the step detailed above.  

                                                                                                                                                    
Complete supply zone demarcation; 

Establish zonal metering monitoring regime: procure and replace meters,  

Complete production monitoring programme and establish key production records reporting; install bulk meters 
at each water production site and service reservoir; 

Complete consumer enumeration for each system; 

Establish consumer complaint database; 

Establish level of service monitoring regime; 

Establish demand/ loss management regime; 

Implement programme of sanitation education measures for new connections; 

Commission integrated water resources development plan. 
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Key features of the initial period include: 

• The arrangement is akin to an enhanced lease/affermage arrangement with 
considerable responsibilities devolved to the Developer; 

• The Developer is responsible for the operation, maintenance and working capital from 
its own account; 

• Minimum performance standards would be specified: 

o A limited number of service standards 

o Investment milestones 

o Network outputs delivered on time: asset evaluations, improved collection and 
billing systems, etc. 

o A great deal of importance would be placed on data-gathering during the initial 
period in order to provide the raw data and analysis that will underpin the 
price review that will take place at the end of the initial period.  

• The Developer has a further incentive to improve operation and maintenance costs  

• Reduces risks to both parties and simplifies relationships as each parties 
responsibilities are clearly laid out in the contract. 

The second step is to define through contract provisions how the revised data will impact the 
PPP agreement through revised targets, service parameters, investment and remuneration. The 
Grantor and the Developer would agree a timeframe, within which the indicators would be 
periodically reviewed and the targets revisited. An adequate timeframe for periodical review 
would be between 2 and 5 years, depending on the particular parameters of the contract and 
of the service, when accurate operational data should be available with a higher degree of 
confidence. This timeframe would be clearly stipulated in the contract188.  

Periodic Revision of Targets, Service Parameters and Operator Remuneration 

The time period for the adjustments should be clearly set out and should mesh with other 
periodic review periods and transition periods as set out in other areas of the contract; 

• The contract should detail the party responsible for adjusting the targets and how that 
party is to be appointed, operate, funded and the terms of reference; 

• In situations where the original estimates values are significantly different from the 
new data, to avoid the need to rebase, both parties can agree to extend the timeframe 
for achieving the targets. “Trigger limits” between the original and new data values can 
be detailed in the contract that would allow for the extension. 

Both parties must agree upon a financial model that connects the baseline data with targets 
related to service levels, investment, tariff and cash-flow profiles. Each party must also agree 
to accept and follow the adjustments to the model as a result of the revised baseline data. The 
financial model should not be overly complicated models to ensure that each side understands 
it and can easily interpret it. The model which will detail the cash-flow curve and remuneration 

                                                 
188 Past experience has demonstrated that this is often the most contentious element of defining an arrangement 
and as such care should be taken in the contract design stage to ensure that contract adjustment mechanisms are 
clear, precise and understood by all parties. 
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framework should be flexible and interface with additional consideration factors such as 
investment amounts, service levels and debt service.  

After the transition period has ended, the relevant adjustments have been made to the baseline 
data and performance targets have been adjusted, the arrangement will continue to operate 
with the penalty and incentive mechanisms fully operational. Data will continue to evolve 
through the life of the contract and it is recommended that further baseline data review 
periods are incorporated into the contract but with more stringent parameters for acceptable 
errors. An alternative suggestion is to set ‘margins of tolerance’ for key data indicators. If 
engaged, the penalties would entail significant increases or decreases in contractual obligations 
for each party. These margins should be agreed upon for each indicator in the contract. 

Also when the transition period has ended, the Grantor and the Developer would agree 
(negotiate) an investment plan and associated performance targets for the remainder of the 
PPP agreement based on an adjustment mechanism agreed at the bid stage.  

13.5 Contractual Provisions to Adjust for the Implications of Imperfect 
Data  

In coordination with the provisions detailed in Chapter 9, dealing with imperfect data will 
require a different approach to the PPP agreement’s contractual structure. There are two main 
recommendations related to contractual provisions: 

• Data improvement clause 

• Mutual Convenience Termination / Break clause 

Figure 23: Representation of when the Data Improvement Clause would apply 
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Data Improvement Clause 

As can be seen from the above figure, the basic process for dealing with imperfect data is that 
the transaction advisor would determine which data will be important for bidders in 
estimating the cost of service. Explicit assumptions are to be provided on these key variables 
in the bidding documents. Bidders would bid against those assumptions and after a 
predetermined initial period – say 12 to 24 months or so after contract award – the actual 
levels of those variables would be determined. Both the Developer and the Grantor would 
have the ability to terminate the agreement using a Mutual Termination Clause (as described 
below). The tariff or other aspects of the PPP agreement are adjusted through a well-specified 
process to put the Developer in the same situation it would have been in had the original 
assumptions held.  

In order to deal with the data validation process I suggest a process similar to the one used for 
Extraordinary Adjustments. This is described in detail in Chapter 9189(section 11.2) but is a 
good model because it will ensure that the Developer in a no worse situation than if good data 
had been available at the time of bidding190. My suggested approach would include: 

• Once the PPP agreement has been awarded the Developer reports the actual values of 
the specified variables, and the affect this has on cost of service and the achievability 
of other contractual commitments. The Expert Panel assesses and verifies that the 
Developer’s report is reasonable and undertakes a preliminary assessment of the affect 
on the Developer’s financial position as a result of actual values being different from 
the assumptions in the bidding documents. 

• The Expert Panel proposes changes to the tariff or service standards which take into 
account the revised information (initially presented by the Developer and validated by 
the Expert Panel). The purpose of such process is to ensure that the revised data 
would put the Developer in the same financial position that it would have been if the 
true position had been as assumed in the bidding documents. 

• The recommendation of the tariff or service standards is to be done by the Expert 
Panel. The procedure by which they are introduced into the PPP agreement will be up 
to the Developer and the Grantor. It may for example be done simply by reducing 
service standards or increasing tariffs. If the parties cannot agree the Arbitrator would 
decide. 

• Alternatively, a financial model of the business prior to contract award could be 
provided by the Grantor to the Developer. This was discussed under Chapter 8. This 
would constitute the basis of any future negotiations between the parties. Thus any 
negotiations resulting from improved data collection get reflected as the financial 

                                                 
189 Emergency adjustments are an emerging option as demonstrated by their use in the UK Water Licenses (the 
“Shipwreck Clause”) and are implicit in the US rate of return regulatory approach as well as French civil 
jurisprudence. Such clauses are designed to avoid the need for renegotiation by providing a structured way of 
dealing with events which fundamentally alter the financial conditions under which the services are to be 
performed. In the context of Imperfect Data, the suggestion is that the Imperfect Data Clause that is being 
proposed here parts from the premise that the Developer must be protected against imperfect data but creates a 
strictly contractual procedure whereby as accurate data becomes available it can readily be integrated into the PPP 
agreement without the need for a renegotiation. 
190 The actual values for key variables may be different from the assumptions used by the Developer or as 
originally contained in the bidding documents. 
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impact of deviations from the original assumptions. In this way the process would 
involve replacing the assumed data in the model with the actual data. This approach 
although more mechanistic may provide greater certainty to all parties involved. The 
use of a financial model will require the rules of the bid and the PPP agreement to 
establish the legal validity of the financial model, the enforceability of data resulting 
from the application of the model etc.  

Mutual Convenience Termination or Break Clause 

Prior to the end of the initial transition period, either the Grantor of the Developer would 
have the possibility of ending participation in the arrangement without cause. Under regular 
contracts, the right to terminate without cause is normally only granted to the Grantor191 (if it 
is granted at all).Typically, my research suggests that under an early termination or if there is a 
default situation the initiating party pays a penalty for breaching the agreement.  

Figure 24: Mutual Convenience Termination or Break Clause 

 

 
Developing from Shugart’s (2004) basic idea, each party should have the right to invoke a 
termination for convenience. The basic premise of this idea is that a party may wish not to 
continue with the contract. However, terminating the relationship would not be without 
consequences, ie there would be a significant monetary cost to the party invoking such 
termination right. If both parties were to face a significant financial penalty for terminating the 
contract, it is likely that short-term issues will not lead to terminations192 and instead, greater 
focus will be given to dispute resolution. Notably such provision would have the following 
conditions: 

                                                 
191 See discussion in Chapter 9.  
192 Many PPP agreements using the concession model in Argentina were rescinded in the years after the 2001 
economic crisis. However in the case of the province of Salta, the PPP agreement continued until May 2009 Juan 
Manuel Urtubey, governor of the Province, terminated the concession contract because of non-compliance and 
created a transition unit to provide services until a state company would be created whose shares would be held 
by the Province (90%) and workers (10%).( Télam (the Argentine national news agency): Salta rescinde concesion 
del servicio de agua potable, May 25, 2009) 
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• The right to terminate could only be invoked at a specific time at the end of the initial 
transition period; 

• Clause could only be permissible prior to the tariff review in order to avoid messy 
negotiations for the regulator or expert panel.  

• Invoking such clause would incur a charge which should be set at such a level that 
incentivizes each party to remain in the relationship but should not be so great so as to 
place too great a financial risk on the arrangement in the initial stages of the 
relationship.  The setting of the fee should be commensurate with the costs required 
to cover the unwinding the PPP agreement (for the Developer) and for the Grantor 
the costs of a transition and rebidding193. Three possible options could be used to 
handle the mutual convenience termination: 

• The Developer and the government hand over a sealed statement to a third party by a 
specified date in which their decision to continue or cancel the arrangement is stated; 

• In the event that both parties decide to terminate, neither party pays any penalties and 
losses are absorbed; 

• If only one party wishes to terminate, the terminating party must pay the penalty fee 
dictated in the contract to the other party; 

• If one party does not deliver a statement and the other party does deliver a statement 
requesting a termination, the requesting party does not pay any penalty fees. 

The key element is that by submitting a negative statement, one party can create a modest 
disincentive to a convenience termination initiation by the other party. 

The provision that all capital expenditures whose cost recovery would extend beyond the 
initial period would be the responsibility of the government, acts to mitigate the risk for the 
Developer. 

                                                 
193 It must be noted that the payment required by each side may differ from the other. What would be important 
to establish is that the payment amounts should be equitable, eg the payment for each side could be X% of the 
estimate of the expected net costs to the other side arising from termination, where X is the same for both 
parties. 
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13.6 Summary and Conclusions 

My recommendations on the suggested approach to deal with imperfect data are: 

1. The establishment of monitoring systems at the bid stage and provision of refined data 
package at the negotiation/ PPP agreement commencement stage 

2. There should be a transition period which is ‘input-based’ focused on Developer meeting 
specific early year targets, ie 

• Input targets specified in physical terms – eg known short lead time capital works 

• Gathering data sets in the early years to become part of operator’s contractual 
objectives - targets 

3. Performance monitoring should be based on: 

• Measuring incremental improvement 

• In the early years there should be a basket of indicators, based on ‘easy-to-measure’ 
data sets, reflecting overall utility performance. Specific recommendations on how to 
deal with imperfect data in the   

4. Both parties must agree upon a financial model that connects the baseline data with 
specific service targets. Each party must also agree to accept and follow the adjustments to 
the model as a result of the revised baseline data.  

5. Consider other types of adjustments other than tariff adjustments – cascade of options to 
avoid conflict during rebasing. 

6. After an initial 2 to 5 year period (the comprehensive review period), the Developer can 
negotiate adjusted performance targets and investment plans based on the new and more 
accurate data194. This adjustment system will be clearly detailed during the bid negotiation 
stage. 

Finally, it must be noted that the data monitoring aspects becomes particularly important 
under this situation described herein. If such an approach is used under a PPP arrangement 
the normal monitoring and control system (see Chapter 10, provisions related to service 
standards, as well as monitoring and enforcement) will have to be specifically adapted to allow 
for accepting and incorporating the changing and improved data standards that will be used. 
This needs to be adequately captured in the PPP agreement and reflected in the institutional 
regulatory and monitoring arrangements (see Chapter 5 and some of the specific 
recommendations made in the next chapter).  

 

                                                 
194 The PPP agreement should target and measure incremental improvement for a period of time, instead of an 
absolute level of performance, especially during the transition period. As a pragmatic example, one could 
consider instead of targeting an absolute level of 35% of unaccounted for water in year 5, the target would be an 
incremental improvement of 8% over the first five years. If the assessed level of unaccounted for water reveals 
the baseline to be inaccurate, it will then be easy to transpose the improvement made by the operator to the 
correct values and to assess his performance against these more efficient and accurate targets. 




